PRODUCT DATA SHEET

for Insider Threat Protection
PROTECT SENSITIVE DATA WITHOUT SLOWING DOWN YOUR BUSINESS
How Safe is Your Company’s Data?

Common Inside Threat Incidents
2013 US State of Cyber Crime

Your IT systems are facilitating a flood of data to
widely distributed employees, partners and
contractors. Users are creating, manipulating and
sharing data at unprecedented rates. They are editing
it and moving it around in ways never imagined on network, off of network, on corporate devices,
on personal devices, and now into the cloud.

53%

Billions of dollars have been invested in hardening the
“office perimeter” but with millions of employees doing
work outside the office and off the corporate network,
they’re leaving your network defenses behind and
putting your data at risk.

Of respondents say damage
caused by insider attacks are more
damaging than outsider attacks

31%

Theft of other (proprietary) info
including customer and financial
records

30%

Unauthorized access to/use of
information, systems or networks

34%

Theft of intellectual property (IP)

34%

Unintentional exposure of private
sensitive data

Source: 2013 US State of Cybercrime Survey, PwC, CSO
Magazine, the US Secret Service, and CMU SEI

SECURITY’S MOST ADVANCED ENDPOINT AGENT
Digital Guardian is security’s most advanced endpoint
agent providing transformative data visibility and control
where you’re most vulnerable. It’s the only patented
data protection agent trusted on millions of endpoints

to secure against insider and outsider threats. It’s been
proven to run silently for the world’s top IP holders, with
no impact on employee collaboration or productivity.
Digital Guardian sees the file and
sees that it came from a file share
containing sensitive data

Digital Guardian offers
unprecedented data visibility
and control at the endpoint

Digital Guardian sees
the tag, understands
the context, and
protects by blocking
the file transmission

User
requests
data from
file share

User attempts
to send the file
to a personal
email

Digital Guardian
applies a
classification
tag to the file

For more information, visit
www.digitalguardian.com

START PROTECTING YOUR DATA RIGHT AWAY
Most data protection solutions require you to spend weeks or
months identifying and classifying your sensitive data before
protection starts. As soon as you install Digital Guardian it can
start to proactively tag and classify your most sensitive data to stop
anything proprietary from leaving your company.

PROTECT YOUR DATA WHEREVER IT LIVES,
WHEREVER IT GOES
Digital Guardian agents are the only endpoint agents compatible
with Windows, Mac and Linux. It offers the industry’s broadest
applications coverage, recognizing both structured and unstructured
files running on multiple systems. You’ll have complete data visibility
and control regardless of what users are running, what they’re
running it on, and whether or not they’re on the network.

SEE MORE, CONTROL MORE
Digital Guardian is data, user and event aware. It monitors all file
movement at the origin using a non-invasive approach. This gives
you real-time visibility of all data movement and data transmission
methods across online, offline, physical and virtual environments,
including email, cloud storage, removable media, print and FTP. It will
automatically prompt or block an activity depending on the context,
then log and audit the event for forensic follow-up. This broad context
enables more effective, real-time control.

BUILT FOR COMPANIES WITH MORE IP THAN IT
Only Digital Guardian offers complete data protection through an
on premise, managed services or hybrid model. Our cloud-based,
managed services are the answer if you have more IP than IT. As an
extension of your team, we’ll expertly develop, deploy and manage all
of your policies enterprise-wide as if they were our own.
SCALE TO NEW HEIGHTS
Digital Guardian is as robust as it is stable, designed to be easily
and efficiently deployed across your entire user base. It’s the only
agent-based technology covering 250,000 employees using a single
management server, and one of the largest and most respected
companies in the world has deployed over 300,000 agents.

INNOVATE SECURELY
Digital Guardian automatically blocks and controls only those
behaviors that pose a threat to your organization based on the user,
event and data type. This unique contextual awareness and noninvasive approach lets you minimize risk without slowing the pace of
your business.

“Gartner tells us that we need to leverage our security technology to enable behavioral change. Digital Guardian is helping us
understand the context of the user’s actions. This context is driving better decisions and changing behavior at the user level.”
-Fortune 500 Financial Services Company

DIGITAL GUARDIAN STANDS UP TO GARTNER’S REQUIREMENTS
FOR ENTERPRISE Data protection

Can detect
sensitive
content in
network traffic,
data at rest
and/or on the
endpoint

Has a
sophisticated,
centralized
policy and event
management
console

Can detect
sensitive
content using
partial and
exact document
matching

Can detect
sensitive
content
using partial
statistical
analysis

Can detect
sensitive
content using
extended regular
expression
matching

Can support
the detection
of sensitive
data content in
structure and
unstructured data,
using registered
or described data
definitions

Can detect
sensitive content
using conceptual
and lexicon
analysis

Can block, at
minimum, policy
violations that
occur via email
communication

Magic Quadrant Leader

ABOUT
DIGITAL
GUARDIAN

At Digital Guardian, we believe in data. We know that within your data
are your company’s most valuable assets. The sum total of innovations,
plans and potential. We protect your company’s sensitive information
like it’s our own so you can minimize risk without diminishing returns.
For over 10 years we’ve enabled data-rich organizations to prevent
data loss at the endpoint. Our expert security team and proven Digital
Guardian platform radically improve your defense against insider and
outsider threats.
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Hundreds of customers across a wide range of industries rely on
Digital Guardian to protect their critical information at the point
of risk. Seven of the top ten IP holders and five of the top ten auto
companies trust us with the integrity of their most valuable and
vulnerable data. We take pride in knowing that, at this very moment,
Digital Guardian agents are securing the sensitive data of the world’s
most inventive, influential companies.

